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In accordance with Nexen’s established policy of constant product improvement, the specifications contained in this 
manual are subject to change without notice.  Technical data listed in this manual are based on the latest information 
available at the time of printing and are also subject to change without notice.

Technical Support: 800-843-7445
 (651) 484-5900

 www.nexengroup.com

Copyright 1999, 2005 Nexen Group, Inc.

Nexen Group, Inc.
560 Oak Grove Parkway

Vadnais Heights, Minnesota 55127

ISO 9001 Certified

Read this manual carefully before installation and operation.

Follow Nexen’s instructions and integrate this unit into your system with care.

This unit should be installed, operated and maintained by qualified personnel ONLY.

Improper installation can damage your system or cause injury or death.

Comply with all applicable codes.

DANGER
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INTRODUCTION

The Nexen RSD100 is a microprocessor based position controller designed to minimize dancer arm movement during 
tension disturbances and then return the arm to its running position.  The RSD100 features two different control 
choices:  First, using the analog output and a Nexen current or voltage to pressure transducer such as the EN40 or 
EN50 to control a Nexen pneumatic brake or clutch (Refer to Figure 1.); Second, using the analog output as a tension 
trim signal for an unwind or rewind motor drive.  The RSD100 is housed in a dust tight and drip proof enclosure 
enabling it to be mounted near the brake or clutch.  All set up parameters are passed to the controller via RS232 
connection that makes remote control and adjustment possible.   

Figure  1
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Adaptation is the key to high performance dancer control.  As a roll changes from maximum to minimum diameter, a 
dancer control must adapt to the corresponding changes in speed, inertia and torque.  In addition, many web machines 
run wide tension ranges from heavy weight paper to light weight poly, which require very different tension settings.  
Being able to adapt for the effects of tension setpoint changes is important when high performance dancer control is 
desired.  High performance dancer control allows faster machine accelerations and decelerations which means higher 
production rates on many machines.
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From simple slitting machines to high performance flexographic printing machines, the RSD100 has the versatility 
and performance to get the job done.  Use the RSD100 application chart to determine the appropriate hardware, and 
signals for the application.  The chart is divided into two general application types:

Constant Tension Setpoint Machines (tension setting is not changed more than +/- 20%).

Variable Tension Setpoint Machines (tension setting is changed more than +/- 20%).

Start from the left and follow the chart across to your application. 

APPLICATION CHART KEY

lobmyS gninaeM noitpircseD

••••• evaHtsuM .noitcnufotmetsysehtrofdedeensimetisihT

NN dedeeNtoN .metisihthtiwdecnahneebtonlliwecnamrofrepmetsyS

PH ecnamrofrePhgiH
.metisihthtiwdecnahneebnacecnamrofreps'metsysehT

.metisihttuohtiwdetimilebyamsemitnoitareleced/noitareleccA

elbacilppAtoN .noitarugifnoctneserpehthtiwdesuebtonnacmetisihT

* A manually switched multipiston brake can be used, but the automatically switched braking system will provide 
automated operation with higher performance dancer control. Consult Nexen for availability of this system.

RSD100 ApplicAtiOn chARt

Hardware Signals

RSD100 Application Chart
Constant 
Tension 
Sepoint 

Machines

No Flying Splices &/or Extensible 
Webs

Brake/Clutch NN NN NN NN NN NN
Drive NN NN NN NN

Brake/Clutch NN HP NN NN HP NN
Drive NN HP HP NN

Brake/Clutch HP

HP

HP HP HP NN
Drive HP NN
Brake/Clutch HP HP
Drive HP

Brake/Clutch

HP

HP

HP

HP

HP HP HP
Drive HP HP
Brake/Clutch HP
Drive

Non-pneumatic 
Dancer

Extensible 
Webs 

&/or Flying 
Splices

No Flying 
Splices

No Extensible 
Webs

Non-pneumatic 
DancerVariable 

Tension 
Setpoint 

Machines

Constant 
Tension 
Sepoint 

Machines

No Flying Splices &/or Extensible 
Webs

Flying Splices &/or Extensible 
Webs

Dancer Air Pressure Signal

M
achine State Signal

Boost Signal

M
ulti-Piston Brake (Autom

atic Selection)*

M
ulti-Piston Brake (M

anual Selection)

Instrum
ent Quality Air

I/P or E/P

Roll Diam
eter Sensor 

24 VDC Power

Dancer Position Sensor

RSD100P

RSD100

Torque Device
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RSD100 Setup
The following flowchart outlines the RSD100 setup.

 

 

 2.0 Dancer Range Calibration

4.0 Units

1.0 Installation / Connections
1.1 Installation
1.2 Electrical Connections
      +24 VDC & DC Common
      Position Sensor Excitation
      Position Sensor Input
      Roll Diameter Sensor Input
      Machine State Signal or RS232 Receive
      Boost or RS232 Send
      Control Signal Output
      Isolated DC Common
      Isolated +24 VDC
1.3 Roll Diameter Sensor
1.4 RSD100P Pneumatic Connections
      Current or Voltage-to-Pressure Transducer
      Tension Setpoint Sensor
      Switch & Jumper Settings
      Board Removal Instructions
1.5 Jumper & Switch Settings
      Machine State Signal Selection

 3.0 Manual Control of OUTPUT

5.0 Tension Compensation
      Low Tension
      High Tension

6.0A OBA Settings
        Diameter Ratio
        Full Roll Output
        Core Output

6.0B DBA Settings
        Core Diameter
        Full Roll Diameter

Start

6.0
Roll Diameter Sensor Used?

7.0 Output Limits
      Minimum
      Maximum

8.0 Stopped Settings
      Bleed Rate
      Output

9.0 Gains/Tuning    
      Gain 
      Adaptive Slope

10.0 Start Settings
        Duration
        Multiplier

11.0 Boost Settings
        Duration
        Proportional Multiplier
        Derivative Multiplier

12.0 Dancer Setpoint

no yes
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1.1 inStAllAtiOn

The RSD100 can be located near the pneumatic brake or clutch being controlled and can be mounted horizontally or 
vertically. Provide enough clearance around the RSD100 to allow removal of the cover and the hold down screws.

NOTe: For best performance and reliability, locate the current or voltage to pressure converter near the brake or clutch. 
Use a regulated clean air supply and a filter of 20 microns or less.

Figure �

CaUTION
Mount the RSD100 in a shock and vibration free area with an ambient temperature of 
less than 140°F [60°C] and more than 32°F [0°C].
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11.6
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27.7
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6.6
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14.3
.56
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45.0
1.77

55.4
2.18

Cable not shown
Cable Length 2 m
                      78 in

2x
O6.60
.260 Mounting Holes

1.0 INSTaLLaTION / CONNeCTIONS

Communication Cable  1.5 m [59 in] 
(Not Shown)
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+�� VDC & DC Common:  The RSD100 requires 24 
VDC to operate (Refer to the SPECIFICATIONS section 
for current rating.).

Position Sensor excitation:  This output provides 
+12 VDC as an excitation voltage for dancer arm 
position sensors such as Nexen’s DPS 30 or DPS 
60 and mechanical potentiometers (Refer to the 
SPECIFICATIONS section for current rating.).

Position Sensor Input: The position sensor input is 
a 0–10 or 0–12 VDC signal that is provided from the 
dancer arm position sensor.  The choice of voltage range 
is selected by Jumper W3 (Refer to Figure 8).  For best 
results the voltage range should match the dancer arm 
swing (i.e.: a 30° dancer arm swing should produce 
nearly a 0–10 VDC or 0–12 VDC position signal). 

Roll Diameter Sensor Input: This input accepts a 0 
– 10 VDC signal that represents roll diameters from 
maximum full roll to core (refer to Section 6.0B).  

Machine State Signal or RS��� Receive:  This input 
has two functions: first, to accept a Machine State 
Signal; and second, to act as the receive line for RS232 
communications. The function is chosen by Jumper W5 
(Refer to Figure 8).

As a Machine State input, this signal uses Isolated DC 
Common as a return. When 12-24 VDC is applied, the 
controller will respond according to how this input was 
setup (refer to Machine State Signal selection in Section 
1.5).  This feature tells the RSD100 controller when the 
machine starts and stops.  A yellow indicator, I6, on the 
controller’s printed circuit board will be on when 12-24 
VDC is present at this input.

As the receive line (Rx) for RS232 communications, 
this input, the next input (Tx), and DC Common are 
all that is needed to communicate with the RSD100 
(Refer to Figure 5.).  Communications setup broadcast 
and command parameters can be sent back and forth 
between the controller and other devices such as a 
PLC or computer by using RS232 . When using this 
input as the receive line for RS232 communications, the 
Machine State Signal command has to be sent via this 
communications link.

boost or RS��� Send:  This input has two functions: 
first, to accept the Boost signal; and second, to act as 
the send line for RS232 communications.  The function is 
chosen by jumper W6 (Refer to Figure 8).  

As the Boost input, this signal uses the Isolated DC 
Common as a return.  When 12-24 VDC is applied 
momentarily, the controller will respond by applying 
Boost Multipliers to the controller gains (refer to Section 
11). This feature is used to increase the responsiveness 
of the RSD100 during events such as machine 
acceleration and deceleration.  Otherwise, when no 
signal is present, the controller will operate normally. A 
yellow indicator, I5, on the controller’s circuit board will 
be on when 12-24 VDC is present at this input.

As the send line (Tx) for RS232 communications, this 
input, the previous input (Rx), and DC common are 
all that is needed to communicate with the RSD100 
(Refer to Figure 5.).  Communications setup broadcast 
and command parameters can be sent back and forth 
between the controller and other devices such as a PLC 
or computer by using RS232. When using this input 
as the send line for RS232 communications, the Boost 
command has to  be sent via this communications link.

Control Signal Output:  This output signal can be used 
as an input to a current or voltage-to-pressure transducer 
or as a trim signal to a motor drive.  The output is chosen 
by jumper W7 (Refer to Figure 8). The output can be 
set to 0–10 VDC or 4–20 mA.  Both ranges are already 
calibrated and ready for use.

Isolated DC Common Input:   In cases where isolated 
Machine State and Boost inputs or Analog Signal Output 
is desired, this input is the return line for the isolated 
power supply (supplied by user).  If isolation is not 
needed, this input must be connected to DC Common 
input.

Isolated +�� VDC Input:  In cases where isolated 
Machine State and Boost inputs or Analog Signal Output 
is desired, this input is the supply line for the isolated 
15-24 VDC power supply (supplied by user).  If isolation 
is not needed, this input must be connected to the +24 
VDC input.

Figure � RSD100 electrical Connections

Position Sensor Excitation

+24 VDC

DC Common

Position Sensor Input

Not Used

Roll Dia. Sensor Input

Machine State, Rx

Isolated DC Common Input

Control Signal Output

Boost, Tx

Isolated Input

RSD100

1.2 electRicAl  cOnnectiOnS
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Figure �
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MiniMuM cOnnectiOnS neceSSARy FOR pneuMAtic BRAke 
OR clutch ApplicAtiOn:

The RSD100 must have at least the following 
connected to it for a pneumatic brake or clutch 
application: a 24 VDC Power Supply, Dancer Arm 
Position Sensor, Current- or Voltage-to-Pressure 
Transducer, and a dry circuit contact or switch (Refer to 
Figure 4).  

�� VDC Power Supply: Provides the power for 
operation (Refer to SPECIFICATIONS for details).

Dancer arm Position Sensor: Provides an analog 
signal that tracks dancer arm movement.

Current- or Voltage-to-Pressure Transducer: (ex. 
Nexen’s EN50 or EN40) Converts the appropriate 
control output (i.e. 4-20 mA or 0-10 VDC) into air 
pressure for use with a pneumatic brake or clutch.

Machine State Signal: Provides a machine state signal 
(ie: start, stop) to the RSD100.

Figure �

RED
BLACK

ORANGE

YELLOW

24VDC
Power Supply

+
_

COM
Rx
Tx

Users Access
to RS232

Connections

Auxiliary RS232
Communications Connection

(For set-up only).

RSD100
User's PLC

or
Computer

Gnd
Rx
Tx

7
3
2

Gnd
Rx
Tx

signalsignal pin
25 Pin Connectors

RSD100
User's PLC

or
Computer

Gnd
Rx
Tx

5
2
3

Gnd
Rx
Tx

signalsignal pin
9 Pin Connectors

MiniMuM cOnnectiOnS neceSSARy FOR MOtOR DRive 
ApplicAtiOn:

The RSD100 must have at least the following 
connected to it for a motor drive applications: a 24 VDC 
Power Supply, Dancer Arm Position Sensor, optional 
second power supply, and a dry circuit contact or switch 
(Refer to Figure 4).  

�� VDC Power Supply: Provides the power for 
operation (Refer SPECIFICATIONS for details).

Dancer arm Position Sensor: Provides an analog 
signal that tracks dancer arm movement.

Optional Power Supply: Used when isolated inputs 
or output is required.  Most commonly used to prevent 
the mixing of power supply commons together when 
connecting the analog output to a motor drive (Refer to 
SPECIFICATIONS for details).

Machine State Signal: Provides a machine state signal 
(ie: start, stop) to the RSD100.

RS��� Connections
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1.4 RDS100p pneuMAtic cOnnectiOnS

Nexen developed the RSD100P for applications that would benefit from tension setpoint compensation (as 
determined by the RSD100 Applications Chart). The RSD100P features an integral pressure sensor that connects 
to the air supply pressure of the dancer arm loading cylinder. As the tension setpoint changes via the air pressure of 
the loading cylinder, the RSD100P measures this change and adjusts its performance accordingly. The RSD100P 
pressure sensor’s calibration procedure is listed in the Tension Compensation portion of Section 5.

RSD100P

Brake,
Clutch,
or Drive

Control 
Output 
Signal

Pneumatic
Loading 
Cylinder

User Supplied 
Air Pressure

Current or Voltage-to-Pressure Transducer

Tension 
Setting Air 
Pressure 
Regulator

Figure �

1.3 ROll DiAMeteR SenSOR

An Ultrasonic Sensor can measure the change in roll radius 
by bouncing sound waves off the material, enabling the 
RSD100 to calculate roll diameter.  For calibrations to be 
accurate, the sensor must be installed perpendicular to 
the axis of the wind or unwind shaft. Also, the Ultrasonic 
Sensor must be mounted at least four inches [100 mm] 
away from the maximum diameter roll.

adjustment of the Ultrasonic Sensor

Nexen’s Ultrasonic Sensor is factory adjusted for a 4 to 40 
inch range and typically does not require re-adjustment prior 
to use.  If a shorter range is desired, then re-adjustment may 
be performed by connecting a voltmeter to the sensor’s 
output and turning P1 for the near point adjustment and P2 
for the far point adjustment. (See figure 6)  Adjust P1 and 
P2 until the output voltage covers as much of the 0 to 10 
VDC range as possible over the desired distance. 

NOTe: The indicator on the end of the Ultrasonic 
Sensor provides an indication of signal strength. The 
indicator will light GReeN when the target is out of 
range, and it fades to ReD as a target moves into 
range, depending on how much reflected signal it re-
ceives from the target.
An Ultrasonic Sensor (See Figure 6) must be calibrated 
to measure a minimum core diameter and a maximum roll 
diameter that will be placed on the machine.  Refer to the 
6.0B Diameter Based Adaptation Settings section for a 
description of this procedure.

Figure � - Ultrasonic Sensor

aDJUSTING 
SCReWS

Ultrasonic Sensor

4" [100mm]
Minimum

40" [1,000mm]
Maximum

Green-Red
Indicator

P2P1
(Near Point
Adjustment)

(Far Point
Adjustment)

NOTe: Factory attached fitting 
accommodates 0.�� inch tubing. 
a fitting for � mm tubing is also 
included with the RSD100P.
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1.5 JuMpeR & Switch SettingS

Make the appropriate Jumper and Switch Settings shown below for your application.  The RSD100 printed circuit-
board can be removed to facilitate access to all jumpers and switches.  

BOARD ReMOvAl inStRuctiOnS:

1. Remove power from RSD100.
2. Disconnect the Power and Signal Cable Connectors from the RSD100 base.
3. Move the printed circuit board side-to-side while pulling to remove board.

JuMpeR AnD Switch SettingS: (RefeR to figuRe 8.)

Figure �

Table 1

noitangiseD roloC noitcnuF

1I neerG tneserpsiCDV5+nehwNO"

2I neerG tneserpsiCDV21+nehw"NO"

3I deR erusserpriagnisaercninehw"NO"

4I deR erusserpriagnisaercednehw"NO"

5I wolleY tupnItsooBotdeilppasiegatlovnehw"NO"

6I wolleY tupnIetatSenihcaMotdeilppasiegatlovnehw"NO"

7I wolleY lortnoclaunamninehw"NO"

Auxiliary 
RS232 Port

Rotary 
Switch

I6

I5

P3

P4 P
5

Jumper
Indicator

12V
W4
10V

12V
W3
10V

R35
R38
R37

U4

DIG IN 2 
W6
TX

DIG IN 1 
W5
RX

I4

I3

I2

I7

I1

1
W2

2

U13

REV
W1
NORM

I OUT
W7
V OUT

Not Used

Optional 
Pressure 
Sensor 

Connection

Red
Black
White

NORM, if controller action is backwards, then select REV
Position 1
10 V or 12 V, depends on maximum output voltage of sensor, use 
 10 V for Nexen’s DPS 30 or DPS 60 sensor, and 12V for mechanical potentiometer.
10 V, for Nexen’s Roll Diameter Sensor
Dig. In 1, if using this input for Machine State Signal
Rx, if using this input for RS232 communication 
Dig. In 2, if using this input for Boost Signal
Tx, if using this input for RS232 communication
V Out, for 0 – 10 VDC analog output
I Out, for 4 – 20 mA analog output
Refer to Table 2

Jumper W1
 Jumper W2
 Jumper W3
 
Jumper W4
Jumper W5

 Jumper W6

 Jumper W7

 Rotary Switch 

After completing all jumper and switch settings: replace printed circuit board, reconnect connectors and apply 24 VDC 
power.  Next, check that both green Indicators, I1 and I2, are on.  If not, refer to the TROUBLESHOOTING section.  
Otherwise, connect the RSD Communications Software cable to the Auxiliary RS232 Port and a computer.  Refer to 
the RSD Communications Software Installation and Connection Manual for instructions how to use the program. 
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The RSD100 needs to know what the machine is doing (i.e. starting, running and stopping).  This is accomplished 
through the Machine State signal input to the RSD100. Because many machines operate differently, the RSD100 was 
designed to accommodate many different types of machine state signals. The following figure and descriptions detail 
the many variations of machine state signals that the RSD100 accepts. After choosing the best one for the application, 
the rotary switch on the RSD100 printed circuit board has to be set per Table 2.

MAchine StAte SignAl SelectiOn

(6) Encoder 
(Pulses)

(5) Start Only 
(Momentary)

(4) Start / Stop 
(Momentary)

(3) Run / Stop 
(Maintained)

(2) Start / Stopped 
(Momentary)

(1) Run / Stopped 
(Maintained)

0%

100%
Machine Speed

Pulse Time (t) must be > + 100ms-t-

Time

Machine State

Figure 9a

1. Run / Stopped Signal (Maintained) 
When the Run/Stopped signal is low, the RSD100 OUTPUT will hold at the STOPPED OUTPUT %.  When the 
Run/Stopped signal transitions from low to high the RSD100 will begin controlling and the RSD100 PROPOR-
TIONAL gain value will be multiplied by the PROPORTIONAL MULTIPLIER.  The duration of the PROPOR-
TIONAL MULTIPLIER is set with the START DURATION parameter.  After the machine state signal goes low, the 
OUTPUT will change to the STOPPED OUTPUT % at the rate set by the STOPPED BLEED RATE.

�. Start / Stopped (Momentary) 
Before the Start/Stopped pulse, the RSD100 OUTPUT will hold at the STOPPED OUTPUT %.  When the Start 
pulse is detected, the RSD100 will begin controlling and the RSD100 PROPORTIONAL gain will be multiplied 
by the PROPORTIONAL MULTIPLIER.  The duration of the PROPORTIONAL MULTIPLIER is set with the START 
DURATION parameter.  When the stopped pulse is detected again, the OUTPUT will change to the STOPPED 
OUTPUT % at the rate set by the STOPPED BLEED RATE.

MAchine StAte SignAl cOntROlleR DeScRiptiOnS
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noitisoPhctiwSyratoR langiSetatSenihcaM

0 desUtoN

1 )deniatniaM(deppotS/nuR

2 )yratnemoM(deppotS/tratS

3 )deniatniaM(potS/nuR

4 )yratnemoM(potS/tratS

5 )yratnemoM(ylnOtratS

6 )sesluP(redocnE

Determine which signal type your machine uses and 
set the Rotary Selection Switch (See Figure 9a).

Table �

�. Run / Stop (Maintained)  
When the Run/Stop signal is low, the RSD100 OUTPUT will hold at the STOPPED OUTPUT %.  When the Run/
Stop signal transitions from low to high, the RSD100 will begin controlling and the RSD100 PROPORTIONAL 
gain will be multiplied by the PROPORTIONAL MULTIPLIER.  The duration of the PROPORTIONAL MULTI-
PLIER is set with the START DURATION parameter.  When the Run/Stop signal goes low again, the RSD100 will 
continue controlling for the duration of the START DURATION.  After the START DURATION time has elapsed, the 
OUTPUT will change to the STOPPED OUTPUT % at the rate set by the STOPPED BLEED RATE. For this type 
of operation, the machine acceleration and deceleration rates should be the same. The START DURATION should 
be > or = to the acceleration/deceleration time.

�. Start/Stop (Momentary) 
Before the Start/Stop pulse, the RSD100 OUTPUT will hold at the STOPPED OUTPUT %.  The first time the 
Start/Stop pulse  transitions from low to high, the RSD100 will begin controlling and the RSD100 PROPOR-
TIONAL gain will be multiplied by the PROPORTIONAL MULTIPLIER.  The duration of the PROPORTIONAL 
MULTIPLIER is set with the START DURATION parameter.  The second time the Stop pulse transitions from low 
to high, the RSD100 will continue controlling for the duration of the START DURATION.  After the START DURA-
TION time has elapsed, the OUTPUT will change to the STOPPED OUTPUT % at the rate set by the STOPPED 
BLEED RATE.  For this type of operation, the machine acceleration and deceleration rates should be the same. 
The START DURATION should be > or = to the acceleration/deceleration time.

�. Start Only (Momentary) 
Before the Start Only pulse, the RSD100 OUTPUT will be either at 100% or 0% depending on the position of the 
dancer arm.  When the Start Only pulse  transitions from low to high, the RSD100 will transition through a stop 
(STOPPED BLEED RATE can be set fast) and then begin controlling and the RSD100 PROPORTIONAL gain 
will be multiplied by the PROPORTIONAL MULTIPLIER.  The duration of the PROPORTIONAL MULTIPLIER is 
set with the START DURATION parameter. 

�. encoder (Pulses) 
For those applications where a Start / Stop signal is not available, an encoder driven from the machine’s drive line 
can be used to sense machine motion. Before the first Encoder pulse is detected, the RSD100 OUTPUT will hold 
at the STOPPED OUTPUT %.  When the first Encoder pulse is detected, the RSD100 will begin controlling and 
the RSD100 PROPORTIONAL gain will be multiplied by the PROPORTIONAL MULTIPLIER.  The duration of the 
PROPORTIONAL MULTIPLIER is set with the START DURATION parameter.  When the machine stops and the 
Encoder pulse is not present for more than 5 seconds, the OUTPUT will change to the STOPPED OUTPUT % at 
the rate set by the STOPPED BLEED RATE.  Minimum and maximum encoder pulse voltage levels are defined in 
the SPECIFICATIONS section.
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�.0 DaNCeR RaNGe CaLIbRaTION

The DANCER RANGE calibration must be done before the RSD100 can operate.  Open DANCER RANGE through 
the Sensor Calibration Window. A set of dialog boxes will step through the calibration procedure. Calibration involves 
holding the dancer in the maximum and minimum storage positions. This completes the Dancer Range Calibration. The 
dancer position can be monitored on the Diagnostics screen (Refer to Figure 18).

Figure 9b

1.�  RS��� SeRIaL COMMUNICaTIONS, 
 RSD100 TO a PC

In order to setup the RSD100, a serial cable and the 
RSD100 Communications Software are required.  A custom 
RS-232 serial cable is provided with the RSD100 Dancer 
Controller.  The RSD100 Communications Software is 
available free by download from Nexen’s web site, 
www.nexengroup.com, or by purchase from Nexen.  

Downloading the Software from the Nexen Web Site

1. Enter the RSD100 Communications Software prod-
uct number (see PART NUMBER section) in the 
product number search window and press Go .

2. Under Resources, select Software.

3. Next select the appropriate software product.  

Instructions for installing the software as well as the Down-
load Software link can be found under Resources.  Instruc-
tions for using the RSD100 Communications Software can 
be accessed in the Help menu.

Getting Started with the Communications Software
After completing all jumper and switch settings:

1. Replace printed circuit board and reconnect connec-
tors.

2. Connect the RSD Communications cable from the 
PC to the Auxiliary RS232 Port (see Figure 9b). 

3. Apply 24 VDC power. 

4. Check that the green Indicators, I1 and I2 are on.   If 
not, refer to the TROUBLESHOOTING section.  

NOTe: The remaining steps involve configuring the 
RSD100 via the RSD100 Communications Software.

�.0 MaNUaL OPeRaTION OF RSD100 OUTPUT

To achieve a stable dancer arm before the RSD100 is 
tuned, the RSD100 OUTPUT may have to be controlled 
manually.  Manual control of the RSD100 OUTPUT can 
be achieved by pressing the SWITCH TO MANUAL 
CONTROL button on the Diagnostics Screen (Refer to 
Figure 18).  The increase buttons increase the RSD100 
OUTPUT to the brake, clutch or drive.  Conversely, the 
decrease buttons decrease the RSD100 OUTPUT to 
the brake, clutch, or drive. The 10% buttons increase/
decrease the output by 10% steps.  The 1% buttons 
increase/decrease the output by 1% steps.  Manual 
operation provides enough output resolution to provide 
stability for a quick measurement or reading.

Figure 10
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�.0 TeNSION COMPeNSaTION (RSD100P only)

If the machine’s tension setpoint varies more than 
+/- 20%, RSD100 performance can be improved with 
Tension Compensation.  Improved performance will allow 
for faster machine accelerations & decelerations.  Tension 
Compensation can be skipped if: the machine’s tension 
setpoint does not vary by more than ±20%, higher 
performance is not necessary, or Tension Compensation 
is not chosen.

NOTe: Tension Compensation works with a minimum 
Dancer air Pressure of 1.� psi (10.� kPa). If Dancer 
air Pressure is not connected or is below the 
minimum allowed, the Tension Compensation will be 
disregarded. The Dancer air Pressure and Total Web 
Tension displays in the Diagnostics Window will be 0 
(Refer to Figure 1�).

Setting up tension compensation involves calibrating 
the RSD100P to convert dancer air pressure into total 
tension.  Consequently, total web tension must be 
physically measured (or calculated) at low and high 
tension once during the setup process.  After tension 
compensation is setup, the RSD100P will also display 
machine tension on the Diagnostics screen.

lOw tenSiOn
Machine with integrated Tension Measurement: 
Setup the web machine with the minimum tension and 
run the machine at 20% of maximum speed and adjust 
the output of the RSD100P manually until the dancer 
is stable. Read the web tension and dancer loading 
pressure. Enter these values in the Low Tension fields of 
the Web Tension Configuration window.

Machine without integrated Tension Measurement: 
Set the dancer pressure to the minimum.  With a spring 

Figure 11

�.0 UNITS

For the units of measurement, select English (psi and lb-force) or Metric (kPa and N-force). Refer to Figure 12.

or electronic scale, measure the dancer force.  Use the 
following formula to calculate total tension.

Total Tension = Force Measurement / (2 x Number of 
dancer rollers)

high tenSiOn
Repeat the Low Tension procedure except use maximum 
tension.   Press the SEND button to store the Web 
Tension Setup values in the RSD100P.
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Figure 1�

�.0 OUTPUT baSeD aDaPTaTION & DIaMeTeR baSeD aDaPTaTION

If a diameter sensor has been installed and calibrated, 
use the DBA Setup (Section 6.0B) of this manual.  If no 
diameter sensor will be used for the application, OBA 
Setup (Section 6.0A) must be completed.

NOTe: Press SeND anytime a setting on the Setup 
screen is changed.  The SeND button will send all 
of the setup values to the RSD100.  Press the Re-
TRIeVe button to read the SeTUP values that are 
already stored in the RSD100.

6.0A Output BASeD ADAptAtiOn (OBA) SettingS

The OBA setup parameters are visible in the lower left of 
the SETUP screen when OBA is selected.  They are not 
accessible if DBA has been selected.

The RSD100 must be run in manual mode to determine 
the OBA Settings.  A full roll will be needed.   Run the 
machine at 20% of full speed with normal operating 
tension (minimum tension for variable tension machines). 
Manually adjust the output of the RSD100 to achieve 
stable operation at full roll and core (Refer to Manual 
Operation of RSD100 Output). Record and enter these 
output values into the OBA Settings window.

DiAMeteR RAtiO

1. Measure the Full Roll Diameter and Core Diameter.
2. Calculate the Diameter Ratio.  DIAMETER RATIO = 

Full Roll Diameter / Core Roll Diameter.
3. Round this number off to an integer and enter it in 

the DIAMETER RATIO field of the OBA settings 
window.

Full ROll Output [%] 
1. Open the Diagnostics and Setup windows.
2. Place RSD100 in manual mode (Refer to Manual 

Operation of RSD100 Output).
3. Adjust the tension on the machine for the minimum 

operating tension. For constant tension machines, 
run the machine at normal operating tension.

4. Start the machine with a full roll and run machine at 
20% of maximum speed.

5. Manually adjust the OUTPUT of the RSD100 until 
the dancer arm is stable in the middle of its travel.

6. Round this number to an integer and enter it in the 
FULL ROLL OUTPUT field.

cORe Output [%]
The procedure for determining the CORE OUTPUT is 
the same as the FULL ROLL OUTPUT [%] procedure, 
except it is done at core.  However, if the roll is not 
at core and the machine needs to run until core, then 
CORE OUTPUT [%] can be approximated using the 
following steps:

 

1. CORE OUTPUT  = FULL ROLL OUTPUT  / DIAM-
ETER RATIO  (Temporary Value)

2. Set Gain = 50 with Proportional (P)= 40, Integral 
(I)= 10 and Derivative (D)= 50.

3. Place the RSD100 in Automatic operation and 
slowly take the machine to normal running speed.  

 Note: The control is not tuned yet for optimum 
performance.  If the dancer arm hits an end-of-
travel limit, reduce the Proportional and Deriva-
tive gains or decrease the machine acceleration / 
deceleration times.

4. Run the machine to near core and then slow ma-
chine down to 20% of maximum speed.

5. When at core, record the RSD100 OUTPUT. Round 
this number to an integer and input this value in the 
CORE OUTPUT field in Setup.

Skip tO SectiOn 7.0
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6.0B DiAMeteR BASeD ADAptAtiOn (DBA) SettingS

OveRview
If a diameter sensor is installed and Diameter Based Adaptation (DBA) has been selected, then the diameter sensor 
must be calibrated.  Select the “Sensor Configuration” icon on the tool bar and then select Roll Diameter.

Figure 1�

CaLIbRaTe The DIaMeTeR SeNSOR aS FOLLOWS:

cORe DiAMeteR
Measure the empty core diameter and enter this value in the CORE DIAMETER field.

Full ROll DiAMeteR
Measure a full roll diameter and enter this value in the FULL ROLL DIAMETER field.

A dialog box will now appear prompting you to place an empty core on the shaft.  Press OK when the core is being 
measured by the diameter sensor.  Next you will be prompted to place a full roll of maximum size on the machine.  
Once the diameter sensor is measuring the full roll press “OK”.  This completes the Roll Diameter Calibration. The roll 
diameter can be monitored on the Diagnostics screen (Refer to Figure 18).
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The MINIMUM and MAXIMUM OUTPUT settings override all other settings and allow the RSD100 OUTPUT to 
be limited.  Generally the MINIMUM and MAXIMUM will be set at 0 and 100% respectively.  However, in some 
applications these values may need to be adjusted.  

example One: Air supply pressure exceeds the maximum air pressure rating of a brake or clutch. For instance, an I/P 
transducer can supply 125 psi to a brake rated for 80 psi.  The MAXIMUM OUTPUT % should be set as follows:

MAXIMUM OUTPUT % = (maximum brake pressure / supply air pressure) * 100 = (80 / 125)*100 = 64%

example Two: A pneumatic brake or clutch that is spring disengaged; In this case the MINIMUM OUTPUT % would 
be set high enough to overcome the spring and allow the friction facing to just contact the rotor.

�.0 OUTPUT LIMITS

�.0 STOPPeD SeTTINGS

unwinD ApplicAtiOnS
Without any brake pressure, the force on the dancer arm can spin the roll. In addition, out-of-round rolls can rotate 
by themselves until their heavy side is at the lowest point. Consequently, in most unwind applications it is important 
to provide some brake pressure while the machine is stopped to prevent the roll from turning. The RSD100 not only 
allows for a configurable STOPPED OUTPUT%, it will ramp to this value after a machine stop thereby minimizing 
dancer arm disturbances.

winDing ApplicAtiOnS
Without any output, the force on the dancer arm or an out-of-round roll could cause the roll to spin backwards and 
spill web onto the floor. With the RSD100 there are two ways to prevent this from happening. First, leave the RSD100 
in run mode even while the machine is stopped in order for the arm position to be maintained. Or, use the Stopped 
Output feature to provide a minimal level of output to keep tension on the web.

STOPPeD bLeeD RaTe
STOPPED BLEED RATE controls the rate at which the output is ramped to the STOPPED OUTPUT value after the 
machine stops (machine state signal is low). If this value is increased, the RSD100 OUTPUT will ramp faster to the 
STOPPED OUTPUT value. Set this value so the dancer arm does not move quickly to the maximum web loop position 
after a machine stop. If STOPPED BLEED RATE is set too fast, the force on the dancer arm will spin the roll and 
slacken the web. If STOPPED BLEED RATE is set too slow, the ramp may not finish before another machine start 
occurs.

STOPPeD OUTPUT
Set STOPPED OUTPUT to the maximum OUTPUT % level the web can handle during a start at core and minimum 
tension (on variable tension machines).  If STOPPED OUTPUT is set too high, when the machine accelerates from a 
stop at core, the dancer web loop will be consumed very quickly and cause a tension spike when the dancer arm hits 
an end-of-travel stop.

NOTe: Use the PROPORTIONaL MULTIPLIeR (STaRT SeTTINGS section) to bring the output up quickly for 
full roll starts. Setting the STOPPeD OUTPUT  too high can cause excessive tension in the web and the dancer 
arm to hit an end-of-travel stop during starts near core.
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Figure 1�
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The RSD100 uses a P (Proportional), I (Integral),  and D 
(Derivative) control algorithm. This PID algorithm adjusts 
the control output to obtain the desired response of 
a dancer arm. The Proportional term corrects for the 
difference between the arm’s position and the position 
setpoint. Hence, the larger the difference, the larger 
the response from the Proportional term. Next, the 
Integral term corrects for longer-term position errors and 
its response increases with time whenever there is a 
position error. Last, the Derivative term corrects for fast 
changing position errors and the faster the arm moves 
the larger the Derivative response.

BASic tuning
Most applications only require adjustment of GAIN and 
ADAPTIVE SLOPE to tune the RSD100. For extreme 
applications, the RSD100 offers advanced tuning 
parameters (See Advanced Tuning).

gAin
The GAIN value adjusts the P, I and D gains 
simultaneously.  The ratio between P, I and D is set to 
a factory default of 4:1:5 (P:I:D),  which is the optimum 
ratio for most dancer systems.  Adjustment of these 
ratios should not be necessary, however the ratios can 
be adjusted by clicking the GAIN button and entering 
new values in the Advanced Setup window (Refer to 
Figure 14).

ADAptive SlOpe
The ADAPTIVE SLOPE range is from 0.1 to 1.0.  A slope 
of 1 means that the gains will change in direct proportion 
to the change in diameter for DBA or output for OBA.  
An ADAPTIVE SLOPE of 0.5 will cause the slope of the 
gains to be 50% of the diameter (DBA) / output (OBA) 
slope. The default ADAPTIVE SLOPE is 0.5.

9.0 GaINS / TUNING

Figure 1�

(See Figure 1� for en-
tire Setup Window.)

continued...
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ADvAnceD tuning
For most applications the Basic Tuning Parameters will 
be sufficient to tune the RSD100. The advanced Tuning 
Parameters are for applications with unique requirements 
such as extremely fast accelerations/decelerations 
where it is desirable to change the individual terms of 
the PID algorithm. System Integrators appreciate these 
parameters as they provide the flexibility to customize the 
control system similar to that of hardware based control 
boards

Note: adjusting individual PID values from their facto-
ry default settings should be done only by personnel 
experience in the operation of PID controlled closed 
loop systems.

Select GaIN from the TUNING pane of the SeTUP 
window.

pROpORtiOnAl
This parameter corrects for arm position errors and is 
generally adjusted as follows:

• If dancer arm slowly moves towards its setpoint, 
increase PROPORTIONAL.

• If the dancer arm excessively oscillates around the 
setpoint position after a tension disturbance, de-
crease PROPORTIONAL.

integRAl
This parameter corrects for long term position errors and 
is generally adjusted as follows:

• If the Dancer arm slowly oscillates around the set-
point position, decrease INTEGRAL.

• If the dancer arm settles into a position other than the 
setpoint position, increase INTEGRAL.

DeRivAtive
This parameter corrects for fast changing position errors 
and is generally adjusted as follows:

• If the dancer arm oscillates from one end-of-travel 
limit to the other, decrease DERIVATIVE.

• If the dancer arm drastically overshoots the position 
setpoint after a tension disturbance, increase DE-
RIVATIVE.

NOTe: In most dancer arm controller applications, the 
two most important parameters are Proportional and 
Derivative. In order to simplify the tuning process the 
INTeGRaL term can be set to zero, thus leaving only 
PROPORTIONaL and DeRIVaTIVe to be adjusted. If 
needed, INTeGRaL  can be adjusted after the other 
parameters are set.

10.0 STaRT SeTTINGS

The Start Settings are used to help the RSD100 output 
get from the STOPPED OUTPUT to an operating level 
quickly. When the Start Signal transitions from low 
to high, the PROPORTIONAL MULTIPLIER will be 
applied to proportional gain for the duration of START 
DURATION. The Start Settings will help the RSD100 
most during full roll starts where the output must climb 
quickly to a high output level from the STOPPED 
OUTPUT level.

DuRAtiOn
The DURATION controls how long the PROPORTIONAL 
GAIN MULTIPLIER will be applied after the machine 
state signal goes high (Refer to Figure16).

Proportional Gain

Machine State

0%

100%
Machine Speed

Time

Machine State

Original Proportional Gain

Multiplied Proportional Gain

Duration

Figure 1�

NOTe: To help with full roll starts, use the proportional 
multiplier to achieve a high output quickly.

pROpORtiOnAl MultiplieR
The PROPORTIONAL MULTIPLIER increases the 
RSD PROPORTIONAL term during the START 
DURATION.  At full roll and core, try several machine 
starts from 0 to 100% speed and adjust the DURATION 
and MULTIPLIER until the RSD100’s performance is 
satisfactory.  If the PROPORTIONAL MULTIPLIER is set 
to 1, the RSD100 will not apply any Start Boost.
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The BOOST signal is used to tailor the performance 
of the RSD100 during infrequent events such as 
speed changes, flying splices, and rapid stops. When 
the BOOST signal transitions from low to high, the 
PROPORTIONAL and DERIVATIVE MULTIPLIERs 
will be applied to the proportional and derivative gains. 
The gains will be boosted for the duration of BOOST 
DURATION once the signal transitions from high to low.

11.0 bOOST (OPTIONaL SIGNaL)

DuRAtiOn
Time in seconds that the PROPORTIONAL and/or 
DERIVATIVE MULTIPLIER will be applied after BOOST 
INPUT goes from high to low (Refer to Figure 17).

pROpORtiOnAl MultiplieR
If Proportional boost is desired, enter a 
PROPORTIONAL MULTIPLER.

DeRivAtive MultiplieR
If Derivative boost is desired, enter a DERIVATIVE 
MULTIPLIER.

The RSD100 will maintain the dancer arm position at the Dancer SETPOINT value when the machine is running. For 
most applications, the Dancer SETPOINT should be set to 50%.  However, the Dancer SETPOINT can be offset 
from 50% to provide more or less web storage depending on the acceleration and deceleration requirements of the 
machine.

NOTe: If you have trouble with the dancer loop hitting the maximum storage stop at the end of a full roll accel-
erations, set your dancer SeTPOINT for less storage.  This will give the dancer more potential storage for ac-
celeration changes. Configuring the bOOST signal will also help with this situation.

1�.0 DaNCeR SeTPOINT (%)

Boosted Gains

Original Gains

Boost Duration

0%

100%

Machine Speed

Time

Speed Change

Proprotional & Derivative Gains

Boost  Signal Examples

Flying Splice

Rapid Stop

t Pulse Time (t) must be > 100ms

Web JOGGING

During job changes, it is common to jog a new web 
through the machine. This is often accomplished by the 
operator pressing the JOG button on the machine’s 
operator panel. As long as the button is depressed 
the web slowly advances through the machine. Once 
the operator lets go of the JOG button, the web stops 
moving. This can be repeated many times over a short 

period of time. During instances such as this, the 
RSD100 would perform better if left in the RUN mode 
continuously. Otherwise, it will go through a START-
RUN-STOP sequence every time the web is jogged. The 
BOOST signal can be used as a START mode while the 
RSD100 is running.

Figure 1�
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Figure 1�

DIaGNOSTICS

 The Diagnostics window displays real-time operating information from the RSD100. This can be used throughout the 
setup procedure to verify results from sensors and Setup parameter settings.

PaRT NUMbeRS

Dancer Controller  (RSD100) 964520

Dancer Controller (RSD100P) 964522

Dancer Position (DPS30)
Sensors (DPS60)

964510
964511

Communication Software (Download) 964521

Power Supply 964509

Roll Diameter Sensor 912127
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SPeCIFICaTIONS

SeRVICe INSTRUCTIONS

Nexen does not recommend customer servicing of this product.  Contact Nexen for replacement 
parts or repair.

Power Supply +24 VDC @ 500 mA

Isolated Power Supply 15-24 VDC @ 150 mA

Operating Ambient Temperature 0º C [32º F] to 60º C [140º F]

Inputs

Digital 12-24 VDC @ 24 mA Maximum

Dancer Arm Position 0-12 VDC Maximum @ 1 mA

Dancer Arm Pressure 1.5 - 100 PSI [10.3 - 689 kPa]

Outputs
Control (Analog) 0-10 VDC or 4-20 mA

Position Sensor
Excitation Voltage

+ 12 VDC @ 100 mA

Enclosure Nylon with O-ring Seal

Cables
Power 20 AWG Conductors, 2 m [78 in] long

Communications Serial, RS232 1.5 m [59 in] long

Air Supply
Pre-Filter 5 Micron

Final Filter .1 Micron

Certification ETL & CE
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TROUbLeShOOTING
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RS232 Communications can be used to broadcast arm 
position and output percentage from the RSD100 to a 
device such as a PLC or computer.  At the same time, 
the PLC or computer would control the Machine State 
and Boost signals to the RSD100. 

Serial Communication is achieved with RS232 through 
a null modem cable. Data Transmission for each byte 
follows the format “9600, N, 8, 1” (9600 Baud, No 
Parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit) with no handshaking. 
Data is transmitted in 8 bit binary format, meaning that 
a number 0 to 255 is considered 1 byte and a number 
0 to 65535 or -32676 to +32676 is considered two 
bytes. If a data item is two bytes long, the MSB is sent/
received first and the LSB second.

Data is sent and received in Message Packets that are 
comprised of bytes of information (Refer to Table 2).  
The Checksum can be used as an error-checking tool 
to confirm the data sent on one end is the same as the 
data received on the other end.  Use the Start byte to 
designate the beginning of a new message packet as 
well as the Stop byte to designate that the entire packet 
was sent/received.  The Packet Size is the number of 
bytes in the packet, excluding the start and stop bytes.  

• For commands sent from a PLC/Computer to the 
RSD100, refer to Table 4.  

• For commands and/or data sent from the RSD100 
to a PLC/Computer, refer to Table 5.

The Functional Test command can be used to confirm 
the communications are working properly.

1. From a PLC/Computer, send a Functional Test mes-
sage packet (See Table 4).

2. If functioning properly, the RSD100 will immediately 
send a Functional Test packet back to the PLC/
Computer (See Table 5).

The Machine State command operates like the Run/
Stopped (Maintained) signal (Refer to Machine State 
Signal). The Rotary Mode Switch needs to be in the ‘1’ 
position.

BYTE NUMBER DESCRIPTION

1 etyBtratS 1otlauqeeulav,

2 eziStekcaP potS&tratSgnidulcxe,

3 DIdnammoC noitcnufehtseifitnedi,

?-4 ,ataD )ynafi(htgnelelbairav

1+?

muskcehC foredniamertigid-owteht,
ehtfonoitammusehtfonoisivideht

001htiwDIdnammoCdnasetybataD
.]001DOM)DIdnammoC+ataD(.e.i[

2+? etyBpotS 0otlauqeeulav,

Table � Message Packet Protocol

COMMAND

DI FUNCTION EXAMPLE

8 ataDgnitsacdaorBtratS 0,8,8,3,1

9 ataDgnitsacdaorBpotS 0,9,9,3,1

41 tsooB 0,41,41,3,1

51
nuR-etatSenihcaM

)1=etaD(
0,61,1,51,4,1

51
-etatSenihcaM

)2=ataD(deppotS
0,71,2,51,4,1

61 tseTlanoitcnuF 0,61,61,3,1

Table � Message Packets for PLC/Computer to RSD

COMMAND DI FUNCTION EXAMPLE

8

ataDtsacdaorBevieceR

,ataD,8,7,1
0,muskcehC

ataD egnaR

noitisoPmrA 0001-0

tuptuO 0001-0

61 tseTlanoitcnuF 0,61,61,3,1

Table � Message Packets for RSD to PLC/Computer
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Warranties
Nexen warrants that the Products will be free from any defects in material or workmanship for a period of 12 months 
from the date of shipment. NEXEN MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND ALL IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FIT-
NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED. This warranty applies only if (a) the
Product has been installed, used and maintained in accordance with any applicable Nexen installation or maintenance 
manual for the Product; (b) the alleged defect is not attributable to normal wear and tear; (c) the Product has not been 
altered, misused or used for purposes other than those for which it was intended; and (d) Buyer has given written no-
tice of the alleged defect to Nexen, and delivered the allegedly defective Product to Nexen, within one year of the date 
of shipment.

exclusive Remedy
The exclusive remedy of the Buyer for any breach of the warranties set out above will be, at the sole discretion of Nex-
en, a repair or replacement with new, serviceably used or reconditioned Product, or issuance of credit in the amount of 
the purchase price paid to Nexen by the Buyer for the Products.

Limitation of Nexen’s Liability
TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW NEXEN SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY TO BUYER OR ANY OTHER PER-
SON FOR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, SPECIAL DAMAGES, CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR OTHER DAM-
AGES OF ANY KIND OR NATURE WHATSOEVER, WHETHER ARISING OUT OF BREACH OF WARRANTY OR 
OTHER
BREACH OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORT, OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF NEXEN SHALL HAVE 
BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OR LIKELIHOOD OF SUCH POTENTIAL LOSS OR DAMAGE. For all of 
the purposes hereof, the term “consequential damages” shall include lost profits, penalties, delay images, liquidated 
damages or other damages and liabilities which Buyer shall be obligated to pay or which Buyer may incur based
upon, related to or arising out of its contracts with its customers or other third parties. In no event shall Nexen be li-
able for any amount of damages in excess of amounts paid by Buyer for Products or services as to which a breach of 
contract has been determined to exist. The parties expressly agree that the price for the Products and the services was 
determined in consideration of the limitation on damages set forth herein and such limitation has been specifically bar-
gained for and constitutes an agreed allocation of risk which shall survive the determination of any court of competent 
jurisdiction that any remedy herein fails of its essential purpose.

Limitation of Damages
In no event shall Nexen be liable for any consequential, indirect, incidental, or special damages of any nature whatso-
ever, including without limitation, lost profits arising from the sale or use of the Products.

Warranty Claim Procedures
To make a claim under this warranty, the claimant must give written notice of the alleged defect to whom the Product 
was purchased from and deliver the Product to same within one year of the date on which the alleged defect first 
became apparent.

Nexen Group, Inc.
560 Oak Grove Parkway
Vadnais Heights, MN  55127

800.843.7445
Fax: 651.286.1099
www.nexengroup.com

ISO 9001 Certified
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